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What's new

1. Updated eDirectory requirements to support up to PHP 7.4.

2. Introduced a new search bar in the site manager section, enabling site owners to easily

navigate the dashboard and access support knowledge base entries.

3. Revised the "Forgot Password" feature for site owners to operate independently of the

system's SMTP configuration.

4. Added TikTok support for the website and listings.

5. Updated all pop-ups in the site manager and sponsors sections to adhere to a

consistent style.

6. Improved the toolbar on the frontend for logged-in site owners.

7. Implemented enhancements to the profile section.

Minor fixes

1. Modified validation on sponsor account editing to alert that the email field is not

mandatory for accounts created via Facebook, Google, or Apple ID.

2. Enhanced the notification message for email account creation via Facebook, Google, or

Apple ID.

3. Corrected the style of the mobile share box on article pages.

4. Rectified a bug that prevented the about (personal message) from being cleared after

saving content on the profile edition page.

5. Resolved a bug that prevented sponsors from reactivating their profile page after it was

disabled.

6. Fixed the events page not functioning for imported events.

7. Removed redundant dates when events start and end on the same day.
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8. Corrected the availability of the deals page to reflect the actual availability of deals start

and end dates.

9. Adjusted the style of the icon to remove additional videos in the sponsors section.

10. Rectified issues with location imports based on location levels configuration.

11. Fixed the generation of claimable listing URLs not being generated correctly when the

Mail List is generated by the cron job.

12. Corrected SQL errors causing issues with Mail List generation.

13. Replaced the account dropdown on the last step of the import process with an

auto-suggest field to prevent memory limit errors in certain scenarios.

14. Fixed invalid login attempts via the API not being blocked as they are on the website.

15. Resolved errors with Mail List generation when the export folder doesn't exist.

16. Added validation to the Stripe integration to avoid errors when the discount code

expiration date is higher than 5 years.

17. Fixed images not being displayed after upload on the Page Editor widgets Grid Photo

Gallery and Carousel Photo Gallery.

18. Addressed issues with site manager avatar display validation before rendering.

19. Fixed scenarios where Google maps were not loaded on the modules form due to

cross-site request forgery errors.

20. Corrected JavaScript errors on the listing form when form validation fails.

21. Simplified the way timezone selection is saved in the system.

22. Added validation to prevent certain cookies from being visible via XSS injections.

23. Updated the Twitter logo.

24. Added Real Estate plugin hooks to listing summary card type 10.

25. Fixed text alignment in the story management pop-up.
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26. Resolved issues with login via Facebook, Google, or Apple ID not working when using

the API.

27. Fixed fatal errors on the widget Upcoming Events caused by missing timezone

information.

28. Fixed errors after deleting an additional site manager account.

29. Fixed layout issues on the widget Horizontal Cards when used with banners on the right

side.

30. Addressed problems where changes to listing levels were not saved in specific

scenarios.

31. Fixed image paths returned by the API on the listing template widget Description when

the HTML Editor plugin is enabled.

32. Fixed fatal errors on AI integration in the sponsors section when requests fail.

33. Fixed tooltips on AI integration on the deals form.

34. Ensured AI integration responses respect the character limit on summary description,

SEO description, and keywords when AI-Assistant is being used.

35. Fixed errors with AI integration when the streaming response fails.

36. Corrected AI integration display on the listing form depending on the availability of the

listing level.

37. Fixed AI auto-suggest not working for deals in the sponsors section.

38. Fixed AI auto-suggest not working for article content in the sponsors section.

39. Corrected the listing template widget Hours of Work showing "Closed" incorrectly when

the closing time is after midnight.

40. Fixed the listing template widget Header with Slider not displaying images when listings

have fewer than four images.
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41. Addressed issues with banners tracking URLs being indexed and throwing errors when

the banner no longer exists.

42. Fixed error that was preventing new entries on the Community forum from being

synchronized.
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